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P5 - ВЫСОКОСКОРОСТНАЯ 

КОМПЬЮТЕРИЗИРОВАННАЯ 

ПЛОСКОШОВНАЯ МАШИНА С ПЛОСКОЙ 

ПЛАТФОРМОЙ. 
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1、 Naming rules 
P5 B 3 64 UT 01G 

Main model 

P5 Cylinder bed 

V5 Flat bed 

Needle plate 

A 
Short tongue  

B 
Standard tongue 

C 
Long tongue 

stitches 

3 3 needle 

Width of stitches 

56 width 5.6mm 

64 Width 6.4mm 

Auxiliary 

D Direct drive 

UT 

Electric 

automatic 

cutting 

UT2 

Electric 

automatic 

cutting 

Without 

upper cutting 

UTL 

Pneumatic 

automatic 

cutting 

Use Description 

01G Basic sewing 

02B tape binding 

03D cover sewing(single side) 

03G cover sewing(single side) 

05C 
Elastic attaching（right 

knife） 

07C 
Elastic attaching（without 

knife） 

08A Bottom hemming 

23G 
Basic sewing with large 

stitch 

23B 
Tape binding with large 

stitch 

35A 
Bottom hemming with left 

side cutter 
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P5-UT electromechanical integrated platform high-speed computerized interlock sewing machine, 

derived from German industrial design, incorporates service genes such as voice navigation, through-shaft 

transmission, and one-key reduction. It is equipped with functions such as automatic thread trimming and 

automatic presser foot lift. It is versatile, with the features of thin and thick seam, strong oil proof, beautiful 

stitches, and high production efficiency. It is an essential equipment for sewing high-end T-shirts, POLO 

shirts, bras, underwear and other knitted garments. 

basic parameter  

S/L items parameter 

1 Max speed (rpm) 5500 

2 Stitch length(mm) 1.5-4.5 

3 Stitch width(mm) 5.6/6.4 

4 Differential ratio 0.65-1.3 

5 Presser foot hight(mm) 7 

6 Needle model UY128GAS 

7 volume(mm) 670*445*595 

8 weight( Kg ) 52/62 

2、Product summary  
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2、Products summary - detailed parameters 

S/L model application Needle 
Needl

e no. 

Threa

d no. 

Needle 

distance 

(mm) 

Stitch 

width 

(mm) 

差动比 

Press foot 

lifter 

height 

(mm) 

Max 

speed 

（S.p.m） 

volume(mm) 

weight( 

Kg ) 

 

1 P5-UT2-01GB basic sew UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 54/64 

2 P5-UT2-02BB blind tapping  UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 54/64 

3 P5-UT2-03DB blind tapping for flat UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 54/64 

4 P5-UT2-08AC bottom hemming UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 54/64 

5 P5-D-01GB basic sew UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 48/58 

6 P5-D-02BB blind tapping  UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 48/58 

7 P5-D-03DB blind tapping for flat UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 48/58 

8 P5-D-05CB 
Seam elastic band 

(right knife) 
UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 4000 670×445×595 48/58 

9 P5-D-07CB Seam elastic band UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 48/58 

10 P5-D-08AC bottom hemming UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 1.5-4.5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 7 5500 670×445×595 48/58 

11 P5-D-23GB 
basic sew(large stitch 

distance) 
UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 6 5.6/6.4 0.65-1 7 4000 670×445×595 48/58 

12 P5-D-23BB 
blind tapping (large 

stitch distance) 
UY128GAS 11-14# 3 5 6 5.6/6.4 0.65-1 7 4000 670×445×595 48/58 

13 P5-D-23GBL 
basic sew(large stitch 

distance) 
UY128GAS 11-14# 2 4 7-7.5 5.6/6.4 1 7 4000 670×445×595 48/58 

14 P5-D-23BBL 
blind tapping (large 

stitch distance) 
UY128GAS 11-14# 2 4 7-7.5 5.6/6.4 1 7 4000 670×445×595 48/58 

Note: 1. UT2 stands for computerized machine, without thread trimmer, D stands for direct drive machine; 2. Computerized machine is also available with UT 

model, with thread trimmer as standard 

Note：This machine default speed is 4000rpm，the speed at 4000RPM is the best. 
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2、Product summary— suitable garmenyts 

 

T-shirt 

It is widely used in the sewing of tubular fabrics such as knitting, garments, bras, 

underwear, underwear, T-shirts, etc. It is highly adaptable to thin and thick materials. 

The main domestic markets are concentrated in Guangzhou, Dongguan, Zhili, 

Dongyang, Yiwu, Shandong Qingdao and other knitting markets 

Bra Underwear 
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FOR both thin and thickly material, smooth fabric 

 The max height of presser foot can reach 7mm，smooth sewing on seams，so the stitch line is pretty 

good，and the it well not wrinkle up when we sewing the so thin fabric like mesh＆lace 

improved 

3. Product advantages  
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High speed ，more efficiency 

Faster speed： 

Only need 200ms to speed up to 4500rpm，and 300ms to speed down 

to 0 rpm 

times/ms 

Less 
Starting 

Time 
 

260 200 
P5 others 

4500RPM 

times/ms 
400 300 

P5 others 

4500RPM 

Less 
braking 

Time 
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Lower noise： 

Increase 5KG weight in the new model，the noise had been decrease 3-5dB than before ，and it 

will never higher than 78dB with the one shaft design 

P5/V5:one shaft drive 

others: two shafts 

connected drive speed/rpm 

声音/dB 

P5/V5 

562A/664B 

4500 

82 

78 

One shaft design：Motor and machine are connected in the same shaft, 

torque light, puncture strong, less failure. 
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Synchronous wheel device： 

It can attach with Synchronous 

wheel device to help to feed the 

materials and make it more stable. 

Strip cutting device： 

It can attach with strip cutting device, 

auto cutting the strip after sewing, no 

need to cut by operators. 

Optional Attachment 
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 One key to reset：one key to reset to factory setting, no need to 

worry about misusing. 

ONE KEY TO RESET, WORRY- FREE OPERATION 
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Product Introduction：It is for underwears or T-shirts binding tape, equipped with feed dog and 

presser foot for top rollers. Even if the cloth layers such as the front crotch of the briefs or the joints of 

T-shirts can also be easily through the high and low. 

T-shirts binding tape 
Roller Device  

4、DERIVED MODEL—02BB（BINDING TAPE） 

Basic Introduction 

Model Needle No. Thread No. 
Needle 

Gauge 
Stitch Width Pin Length 

Differential 

Ratio 

Height of 

presser foot  

Max. 

speed 
Application 

P5-D-02BB 3 5 5.6/6.4 0.9-4.5 0.65-1.3 7 5500 
Binding 

Tape 
Light-Heavy 

Application：Underwear or T-shirts and other clothing binding tape 

Special Note：This derived models can be equiped with direct drive machine. 
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Product introduction:  Cover sewing  with single-side interlock machine for thin fabrics like T-shirts. The 

presser foot is equipped with a movable guide rail, and the needle plate has a step difference, which make the 

overlocked stitches fall down to the side steadily. The front cover of the machine head is equipped with an 

adjustable small guide rail, which can be adjusted based on different thicknesses of fabric Adjustment, forming 

stable and beautiful stitches. 

Basic introduction 

Model Needles stitches 
Needle 

gauge 

Differential 

rate 
Stitch length 

Presser foot 

height 
Max speed 

applicatio

n 
material 

P5-UT-03DB 3 5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 1.5-4.5 7 5500 
cover seam 

flattening 
Light-heavy 

Applicable : cover seam flattening at the joints of sweaters and underwear 

4、DERIVED MODEL—03DB（COVER SEWING） 

Special Note：This derived models can be equiped with direct drive  and computerised machine. 
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Product introduction: Lace elastic band measuring device can control the feeding amount and 

tension of elastic band or lace ribbon to be uniform and accurate. Equipped with an automatic 

edge trimmer (right cutter) for trimming stitched fabric edges, which can improve the sewing 

quality and form beautiful finished products 

Basic introduction 

Model Needles stitches 
Needle 

gauge 

Differential 

rate 
Stitch length 

Presser foot 

height 
Max speed 

applicatio

n 
material 

P5-D-05CB 3 5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 1.5-4.5 7 4000 
Elastic 

attaching 
thin 

Applicable : rolling lace for Ladies' underwear  

Special Note：This derived models can be equiped with direct drive machine. 

4、DERIVED MODEL—05CB （ELASTIC ATTACHING） 
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Product introduction: bottom hemming sewing interlock for T-shirt, underwear, sweatshirt , 

backuped with hemming special guide, suitable for hemming sewing process. 

Basic introduction 

Model Needles stitches 
Needle 

gauge 

Differentia

l rate 
Stitch length 

Presser foot 

height 
Max speed application material 

P5-UT-08AC 3 5 5.6/6.4 0.65-1.3 1.5-4.5 7 5500 
Fold the heming 

over the narrow 

side 

thin～thick 

Application：knit bottom of shorts、T shirt、children’s wear，and etc. 

Special Note：This derived models can be equiped with direct drive and computerised machine. 

4、DERIVED MODEL—08AC （BOTTOM HEMMING） 
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Product introduction: Mainly suitable for blankets, home textiles, carpets, etc. At the 

same time, 23BBL is equipped with a roller as a standard, suitable for  blanket piping 

Basic introduction 

Model Needles stitches Needle gauge 
Differential 

rate 

Stitch 

length 

Presser foot 

height 
Max speed application material 

P5-D-23GBL 2 4 5.6/6.4 1 7-7.5 7 4000 
Sewing blankets, 
home textiles, etc 

medium~thick 

P5-D-23BBL 2 4 5.6/6.4 1 7-7.5 7 4000 Blanket piping  medium~thick 

Special Note：1、This derived models can be equiped with direct drive machine. 
                         2、Optional assembled synchronous traction wheel,  auxiliary feeding, more stable operation 

4、DERIVED MODEL—23GBL （LARGE STITCH LENGTH） 


